Porsche 911 997.1 and 997.2 Center Rad

Radiator Grill Store
www.radiatorgrillstore.com
Naperville, Il 6064

2005-2012 Porsche 911 997.1 and 997.2 Center Radiator Grill Installation
Procedure
Note: it is best to protect your paint with painter’s tape during the installation procedure. Though not
necessary if care is taken.
Note: Photos shown are of a Porsche 911 997.1, but the install is similar for the 997.2 center grill.

Procedure
1.
2.

Collect material for installation, you will need: 3M emblem tape (not included), scissors to cut the emblem
tape to size and painters’ tape or masking tape.
Position the grill in the grill opening. Adjust so it fits the way you want it. Then with assistance, place a
row of painters’ tape at the edge of your aligned grill.
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3.

Remove the grill and prepare the 3M emblem and molding tape. You may want to split the molding tape
to get a thinner profile. Cut the 3M tape down the middle and place just to the inside of the painters’ tape
line you just made. Peel back the protective backing.
a. Note: apply 3M tape on warm bumper, above 60 degrees or adhesion may be difficult.

4.

Once the tape is applied, position grill into tape. It may require pushing or pulling on the bumper cover to
fit. You can use an allen wrench to pull the grill into position to hide the emblem tape as much as
possible.
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5.

Press down all along the trim to ensure adhesion. Hold the trim to the emblem tape for a couple seconds
to ensure good adhesion.

6.

Enjoy the finished product! Please post up reviews if you are happy with the look of the product!!
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